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Welcome!

• Four sessions
– 1: The Mobile Landscape
– 2: Device Constraints and Opportunities
– 3: HTML5 Web Apps
– 4: Native Apps



Questions

• Ask questions via chat during 
the live course

• Ask in the discussion group
• Email us

– Please use the discussion group 
for non-private questions

• Course Portal
– www.online-web-courses.com
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Course Approach

• Understanding the landscape
• Choosing strategies and tools
• Lots of site and app examples
• Understanding constraints and opportunities
• A few code examples
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Topics for This Lesson

• Why mobile?
• Mobile is different: crafting mobile experiences
• Platforms to consider
• The advantages and costs of native apps
• Small-screen design
• Understanding mobile users
• Designing for tablets
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Why Mobile?
• Smartphone unit sales > PC
• 490 million smart-phones 

sold in 2011
– 37 million iPhones 4Q 2011

• 6.8 million iOS+Android 
devices activated on 
Christmas day 2011

• ~10% of web traffic, 
growing rapidly
– Doubled during 2011

• Primary web platform in 
many countries

• > $4 billion/year in mobile 
commerce
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Mobile is Different

• Small screen
• Touchscreen
• Always with you
• Always connected
• New app platforms and distribution systems
• New sensors (camera, GPS, compass, 

accelerometer)
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Start with Business Goals

• Start with what you are trying to 
accomplish
– Is the site or app supporting an offline 

business
– Is it intended to make money via ads or by 

charging directly?
– Is the focus on acquiring new customers, or 

serving existing ones?
• How will prospective users find you?
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First Choice: Site or App?

Web site / web app
–Run in browser
–(mostly) Platform-

independent
– "Normal" web site
– HTML5 web app

• Local storage, fullscreen

Native apps
– Run independently
– Platform-specific

• iOS
• Android
• Windows Mobile

– Installed on device
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Native App Advantages

• Best performance
• Able to fully optimize for each device
• App Store distribution channel

– Easy to charge for the app
• One-click in-app purchasing
• Access to non-web-standard devices

– Camera, accelerometer
– Multitouch

• Include any amount of persistent storage
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Native App Disadvantages

• Each platform has its own native apps
– Each has its own tools and languages

• Programming skills required
• Users must install your app

– And must choose to update to get latest
• App store policies and processes

– Revenue share with app store
– No tracking for source of sales
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If Building a Site

• Technology is web standards
– HTML5, CSS3, JavaScript

• Various libraries available to 
speed mobile site development
– jQuery Mobile, Sencha Touch

• Consider whether you want it to feel like an app 
or a site

• Make sure you can access the features you need
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Responsive Design

• Responsive design
– Allows a single set of HTML pages to serve all devices, 

by using CSS media queries to change the CSS
– Use flexible grids that scale with width
– Scale images using the browser

• Alternative: separate pages
– Allows you to optimize the mobile design separately 

from the desktop design
• We'll address this choice in the next two lessons
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If Building an App

• Choice of native technologies (iOS, 
Android) or cross-platform 
frameworks

• Cross-platform frameworks add a 
layer between you and the hardware, 
but simplify life
– PhoneGap: turn web-standard code 

into an app
– Titanium: JavaScript-based app 

development
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Platform Diversity

• There's only ever been a handful of iOS 
devices, and most are updated frequently
– Relative sane world, though run by a 

dictator
• In Android world, more freedom and less 

centralization => overwhelming diversity
– www.android.com/devices
– Device OS version often never updated
– Browser may not be updated; varying 

HTML5/CSS3 support
– Screen resolutions vary dramatically
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Market Share Shifting
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Small-Screen Design

• Minimal navigation
• No sidebars or multi-column 

layouts
• Pare down to the essentials
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Tablets: A Third Class of 
Platform

• Screen size similar to a small 
computer

• OS, App stores, and touchscreen 
interface like phones

• Different usage patterns than phones
– Less mobile, more evening use

• Standard web pages generally functional on iPad and 10" 
Android tablets

• 7" tablets are "tweeners" and don't deal as well with 
today's web
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Tablets are Like Phones

• Run mobile browsers
• Touchscreen interface
• Use a mobile OS
• Sometimes used in mobile 

setting
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Tablets are Like Desktops

• Not generally used 
one-handed

• More likely to be 
used in the evening

• Moderately large screen
– Makes mobile site version inappropriate
– Can use desktop site if design takes tablet limitations 

into account
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Tablets Taking Off
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Understanding Your Users

• When you only have room for 
a few choices and a few 
dozen words, you need to 
focus!

• Variety of motivations
– I need to get this bit of info now
– Where to eat lunch?
– I'm bored and looking for 

entertainment
– I have time to kill and want to 

do something productive
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Design for On-the-Go Users

• Action-oriented
• Impatient
• One-handed
• Specific needs

– What’s the phone number?
– How do I get there?
– Can I get a reservation?

• Remember: not all "mobile" device users are mobile
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Writing Mobile Content

• Make text as short as possible
– Fit within one screen when 

possible
• Get right to the point
• Speak to users' goals
• Make it immediately obvious 

what the next step is
• Don't try to include everything 

from the desktop site
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Homework

• Define an app and/or site strategy for the following 
situations:
– Retail store wanting to attract new customers
– Restaurant wanting to provide easy to-go ordering
– Manufacturer wanting to provide product information to 

prospective purchasers
– Publisher wanting to distribute content and monetize 

with advertising
– Publisher wanting to distribute paid content
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